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1 Introduction 
This document presents the merged dictionaries delivered in PANACEA. Those dictionaries 
result from merging already existing lexica, generally for general domain, with domain specific 
lexica acquired using PANACEA platform. The domain specific lexica are presented and 
delivered in D6.3 and the merging repository that allowed the multilevel merging in D6.4.  
2 Merged dictionaries 
The multilevel merger delivered in PANACEA (described in D6.4) has been used to create a 
multi-level multi-domain lexicon for Spanish of more than 100,000 entries.  
This lexicon combines the automatically acquired lexica for ENV and LAB domains using 
PANACEA platform (delivered in D6.3) and some general domain lexica, manually developed. 
The automatically acquired lexica consist of semantic classification of nouns in 9 different 
classes and acquired SCFs for verbs. This information has been acquired for LAB and ENV 
domains using automatically crawled corpora.  
These automatically acquired lexica were combined (using the multilevel merger) with two 
general domain resources: a general domain SCF gold-standard for Spanish developed in the 
scope of PANACEA and a morphological dictionary created from existing dictionaries in 
Metanet4U project.  
The result of combining these lexica is a dictionary with morphological, SCF and lexical 
semantic classes information. The SCF information is available for three domains: LAB, ENV 
and general while the semantic classes information is available for ENV and LAB. The lexicon 
has a total of 110,316 entries. 
PANACEA also delivers different multi-domain Subcategorization Frame lexica for Italian. The 
different lexica are produced by merging LAB or ENV SCF lexica with two different general 
domain lexica: PAROLE Subcat lexica, which was generated from PAROLE SIMPLE Lexicon 
and Repubblica Subcat lexica, which was automatically extracted from a 300 million words 
newspaper corpus.  
